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SEARCHING AND CARD PRODUCTION
IN CJK350 AND CJK PLUS SYSTEMS

Hsi-chu Bolick

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

This paper compares the Searching and Card Production functions of the two systems as
well as addressing the problems that were encountered in these two functions during the
period of the field test held at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
SEARCHING RECORDS
Since the CJK Plus system still runs on the current First system, its search capability remains
similar to that in the CJK350 system. Subject and key word searching will still be a goal
even when the CJK Plus system moves to PRISM. However, search capabilities that are
available in PRISM now, such as searching by title phrase, etc., will be possible when the
CJK Plus system moves to PRISM. The timing of this move is estimated by the OCLC
Online Library Center, Inc. (OCLC) to be approximately at the end of 1993.
Currently, for reference and cataloging services, access to bibliographic records in OCLC
in both systems are through roman search keys and CJK search keys. In general, roman
search keys are more commonly used for searching and perform better in comprehensive
searches, whereas CJK search keys retrieve better results in restricted searches and in
situations where romanization is not available, but the vernacular data is. For example, a
Korean title, Chirihak nonch'ong
^
, can be retrieved through CJK search
keys formulated from Chinese characters. As is the usual practice, instances where each
cataloger/reference librarian has to perform services beyond the boundary of his or her
language expertise, this technique is helpful in retrieving records for which CJK data are
available.
Similar to the CJK350 system, in the CJK Plus system the basic roman search keys used to
find personal name, title, corporate name, and name/title can retrieve records containing
both romanized and CJK data. In addition, a CJK user can use CJK search keys to search
for records that contain only CJK data. And since CJK characters and all CJK punctuation
and special characters in the CJK Plus system are indexed, the CJK search keys should
include all these characters. For instance, « » and the CJK comma, an enlarged roman
comma, need to be included in the CJK search keys. Furthermore, all common variant
forms of a character are linked in the OCLC CJK character set, so that no matter which of
the common forms of the character you use in your search key, the search results will be the
same. (See Figure 1 below.) These search keys and the combination with qualifiers and
a circumflex allows OCLC CJK system users to broaden or narrow the search according
to circumstances.
A
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While the above features remain unchanged, CJK Plus software did restructure the language
scripts differently from the CJK350 software. The CJK350 software has seven language
scripts: Chinese Full (CF), Chinese Simplified (CS), Japanese Hiragana (JH), Japanese
Kanji(JJ), Japanese Katakana(KC), Korean Hancha (KC), and Korean Hangul (KH). The
CJK Plus software combines Chinese and Chinese-derived (Kanji and Hancha) characters
into one set (CC). It generates characters out of more than one language script set. In the
CJK350 system, one looks for the right forms of characters by accessing the right language
scripts. For instance, simplified Chinese characters can only be found in CS script, not in
CF. In the CJK Plus system, when a phonetic input code is formatted, all common
homophones and variant forms of a character are displayed together in the Matching
Characters Window. For example, the Chinese full and simplified character of t'ai
, and
its homophones are all displayed in the same Matching Characters Window. The logical
sequence of these characters as they appear in the Matching Characters Window is arranged
by their value in the East Asian Character Codes (EACC). (See Figure 2 below.)
If the searcher is not aware of this new structure of language scripts in the CJK Plus system
when formulating CJK search keys, the search result could be affected. In the example
above, the Chinese simplified character t'ai ^ 4 and its homophones <£j 1 and 8 appear in
the same form. If the searcher picks by mistake one of the homophones, 1 or 8, of the CJK
search keys for Tai-wan ^
, the search result will be different from that of the correct
t'ai & 4. (See Figure 3 below.)
To ascertain which character is the right form for the CJK search key, you need to check
the character's EACC code value to know which character to choose. The EACC code
value for characters is made available in the CJK Plus system when you type " # # # " in the
CJK entry box.
Because we do not know how much CJK data is inconsistently entered into the data base
with regard to homophones or variant forms of a character, the CJK Plus system user is
advised to use roman search keys when a comprehensive search is desired. If CJK search
keys are used for a comprehensive search, the searcher has to include variant forms and
homophones of a character in the search keys.
To improve the search performance under CJK search keys, we would need a systematic
cleanup of the existing CJK data to correct the inconsistencies in homophones and variant
forms of characters. CJK users are encouraged to report these inconsistencies to OCLC
when they are detected. Meanwhile, we will need to be more attentive to the choice of the
right form of a character when entering or when training staff to input CJK data into the
OCLC data base.
CARD PRODUCTION
Producing cards on the CJK Plus system differs from that on the CJK350 system in a
number of ways. In this section, the differences between the new and the old systems will
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be addressed in five aspects: equipment and supplies, installing the card production
software, storing records for printing, card format, and printing cards.

1. Equipment and supplies
The OCLC CJK350 system uses the Toshiba P351 letter-quality printer for card printing.
Since this printer is an outdated model, OCLC does not recommend it for printing in the
CJK Plus system; instead, the Okidata 393 Plus printer is recommended for printing jobs in
the CJK Plus system. However, if you have a printer that performs satisfactorily under the
new system, you are not restricted to using the Okidata 393 Plus printer. A list of printers
that work compatibly with the CJK Plus system can be found in the Program Manager of
Microsoft Windows software in the Control Panel's Printer section. To make the printer
work in the new system, you have to configure your printer or specify the printer type in the
Control Panel after installation.
If you prefer to store records on a diskette, you can still apply the procedure in the CJK
Plus system used in the CJK350 system for printing records from diskette. However, records
produced in the CJK350 system and stored on diskette cannot be printed on the printer used
in the CJK Plus system.
As for supplies, the card stock used for printing catalog cards in the CJK350 system remain
useful for the CJK Plus system. If you use the Okidata printer, you should remember to
change the head gap lever in the printer from 1 to 5 or 6 whenever you switch from
computer paper to card stock to avoid damaging the print head; vice versa, to get better
computer printouts, return the head gap lever back to 1.
2.

Installing the card production software (in the CJK350 system) vs. printing with or
without the print manager (in the CJK Plus system)

In the CJK350 system, the OCLC Card Production software must be transferred from the
diskette to the fixed disk before CJK catalog cards can be printed on the printer. In the
CJK Plus system, the card print software is integrated with the CJK software on the same
hard disk and is located under the file name, Print. So there is no transferring of software
required in the new system when you need to print cards. The Print file can be accessed
at any time to print catalog cards. In addition, the Windows capability that is available in
the CJK Plus system will allow you to access the Print file while you are editing biblio
graphic records or when you are checking information in the OCLC system, etc. In the
CJK350 system, to access to the Card Production software, you always have to end the
session on OCLC and go to the DOS prompt to enter the file name. And, if you want to
go back to the OCLC data base, you have to go through the DOS prompt to be connected
again to OCLC. With the Windows capability, the CJK Plus system will let you access other
files besides the one you are working on directly and simultaneously.
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To take advantage of this capability in printing, you have to make the Microsoft Windows
Print Manager active. The activated Print Manger allows printing to occur in the
background. However, if the Print Manager is active, printing speed slows down when
compared to printing outside the control of Print Manager. We are not able to report the
exact difference of printing speeds in these two situations from our experience during the
field test. We found that making Print Manager active to allow us to access the OCLC
system while printing is proceeding outweighs the deficiency in printing speed. We did not
find the slowness of printing speed intolerable.
Nevertheless, if printing speed is an important concern, you have another option: to choose
NOT to activate Print Manager for printing. The disadvantage of this option is that the
inactive Print Manager makes the CJK Plus Workstation perform just like the CJK350
Workstation when printing starts; you have to wait until all the records are printed before
you can use the CJK Plus Workstation.
We also need to address the fact that when Print Manager is active the actual printing is
delayed. A new user of the CJK Plus system without prior experience of the Windows
application might panic when he or she OK's the printing command but does not see the
printer start to work. This happens because the OK command is executed from the Card
Production Option file. This sends the file to be processed to the printer buffer. When the
file is being processed for printing, the response on the CJK Plus Workstation is affected
by this activity. It may sometimes even be frozen and give no response to commands you
may enter. The length of the delay for printing depends on the size of the Card Production
file you have; the larger the size of your file, the longer the time of delay. At present, the
processing of the Card Production file to the printer is record by record. The speed of
processing records is not particularly satisfactory.
The final difference between CJK Card Production software and the printing function in the
CJK Plus system is that the former can be copied as backups. The backup of the print file
in the CJK Plus system is considered unnecessary, since it is integrated with other files on
the same hard disk.
3.

Storing records for printing

In the CJK350 system, to generate CJK catalog cards, the standard OCLC Produce
commands are used. Each time the Produce command is used for producing a record
containing vernacular data, the record and the specifically entered Produce command are
stored on the fixed disk in the CJK file. The CJK file, then, can be copied to the diskette
for later printing. Or you can choose to print records directly from the file. The CJK file
holds up to thirty CJK records. When this file is full, you have to delete old records before
you can store new records in the file. Moreover, the CJK350 Workstation can only store
records that contain vernacular data. If a record having only romanized data was produced,
the command is automatically transmitted to the Online system for card production at the
OCLC Center.
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The CJK Plus system takes these same procedures in storing produced records into the Card
Production File. (See Figure 4 below.) But, once records are stored in the Card Production
File, they will stay there permanently until you delete them. The number of records that
can be stored in the File is, by its design, unlimited. However, in this early stage of using
the CJK Plus system, OCLC does not encourage users to store records in a large file that
exceeds thirty records. As a file grows too big, it always runs the risk of being mismanaged.
The alternative is to store records in several files. The CJK Plus system will allow you to
create as many files as you need, specifying them by the nature of the cataloged materials,
or by the names of different terminal operators, or by other names.
Finally, the catalog cards that only have romanized data used to be printed at the OCLC
Center. The CJK Plus system will print catalog cards with only romanized data on your
local printer.
4.

Card format

In the CJK350 system, the format of the printed cards is controlled by the OCLC Card
Production software and the additional printing instructions you select to use. Before each
printing, users of the CJK350 system have to select formats that, first, specify how much
vernacular data from the record is needed on the card, whether it's partial or full; secondly,
formatting the arrangement and sequence of data, including the printing style of the
headings on tracing cards; and, thirdly, deciding on the number and sequence of cards
printed for each record.
You will be asked to select these elements for the card format in the CJK Plus system in
the same manner as you did in the CJK350 system. But, the procedure in doing so in the
CJK Plus system is simpler and the options are more numerous.
In the CJK Plus system, the card format made of elements such as printing partial or full
vernacular data from the records, the arrangement of headings, uniform titles, remainder
of title-page transcriptions, physical descriptions and series statements, notes and tracings
is set up in the Card Print Options (See Figure 5 below.) before the first printing job. Once
the elements for card format are decided and stored, they will be executed automatically for
all the printings that follow. Compared to the CJK350 system where selecting card format
was required for each card printing job, this enhancement in the CJK Plus system simplifies
the procedure for deciding on the card format. You also have the choice to enter different
card print options in different files for different collections.
Furthermore, the CJK Plus system adds three new options to simplify editing steps, but still
keep all the information in the card format:
1) It can generate the call number automatically from 090 or 050 fields to the catalog
card if there is no 099 field in the record. In the new system, the input of the 099 field to
generate a local call number on the card becomes optional if you agree to place the call
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number in the bibliographic record. When the call number is generated from the 090 or 050
fields, it is printed in the OCLC CJK Plus default format. If you want to customize the
format of the call number on your catalog cards, you have to specify the customized format
in the 099 field. In addition, in the CJK Plus system the call number can be printed in two
lengths: an 8-character column or a 10-character column. In the old CJK350 system, only
the 8-character column was accepted for printing the call number.
2) It can automatically print your OCLC holding symbol, OCLC record number, and
the date of printing on the bottom of the catalog cards. In the CJK Plus system, the usersupplied data is still input into the 910 field, but again, this is optional if you do not need
a special format for it. If you customize the format in the 910 field, it overrides the default
format.
3) It allows you to select the printing of automatic stamps on the catalog cards. The
Automatic Stamps option, if selected, will automatically stamp information you profile in
the Card Print Option file onto the catalog cards for each printing job. For example, you
can have information like "East Asian Collection" stored as an automatic stamp. Once this
information is set up as an automatic stamp, it will be printed automatically on top of the
card's call number. Currently, you can specify up to three automatic stamps and store them
in the Card Print Options file. This feature was not available in the CJK350 system where
the data in automatic stamps had to be input repetitively for every record in the 049 field.
5.

Printing cards

Printing cards in the CJK350 system takes place in the following sequence: 1) deciding
whether to (a) print directly from the fixed disk, or (b) print from the diskette; 2) selecting
card print parameters; 3) start automatic printing, which includes aligning the card stock and
start printing; and 4) the display of the total number of records printed.
With the Windows capability and with new functions added to the CJK Plus system, the
procedure for printing cards is easier and more direct than the step-by-step sequence used
in the CJK350 system. To print cards in the CJK Plus system, you open the Card File
Display dialog box whenever you want, (See Figure 6 below.) and first set the alignment for
the card. If satisfied with that, then you press the OK button. That is all you need to do
to submit records for printing in the CJK Plus system. Of course before you press the OK
command, it is assumed that you have completed the setup of the Card Print Options.
If you are used to the printing operation in the CJK350 system, and not yet very familiar
with the Windows concept, you should acquaint yourself with the new terminology that is
used in the CJK Plus system before you start printing cards. The CJK Plus system is easier
to operate and more powerful when you understand how the new system works. If you do
not, the new terminology and functions simply increase your confusion and frustration.
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For instance, the Card Production File in the CJK Plus system displays records that were
produced and stored in the file, as well as other commands, such as: Mark for print, Mark
for delete, Alignment, OK, and CANCEL. The OK command here means that you approve
of the markings shown in the Card Production File and want to send records that were
marked with P to be processed for printing, while records that were marked with D are
deleted from the file. The CANCEL command is used in the situation only where you want
to view the Card Production File but do not want to change anything in the file. It does not
mean to cancel printing once printing starts. If you need to stop the printing activity, you
have to turn off the printer. This is quite contrary to the CJK350 system of operation where
you are advised not to turn off the printer, but to DESELECT the printer to pause printing.
However, if your Print Manager is active, turning off the printer might lose the records that
have been processed to the printer buffer. Theoretically, records that were already
processed to the printer buffer should resume being printed if you turn the printer back on
and press the Retry button on the dialog box on the CJK Plus Workstation. But during our
field test, we did experience the loss of processed records. Therefore, to reduce your
frustration, even the minor act of replenishing the card stock during the course of printing
should be avoided. Also you must always set up alignment first to make sure that the
printing will proceed properly. Moreover, whenever you need to readjust the printer, turn
off the power of the printer in advance to avoid damaging the print head.
After printing, all records that were marked with P will automatically be remarked as D (for
deletion) or E (if an error was detected). If the newly produced records are added to the
same file, they will be arranged following records that were produced or have been printed.
If necessary, you can remark records from D to P for reprinting. To reprint a record in the
CJK Plus system, you simply need to change the print status of that record in the Card
Production File, rather than reinput everything from the previous catalog record as occurred
in the CJK350 system. Nevertheless, the reprint capability is useful only for reprinting the
same produced record. If you have an error record that needs revising, you still have to
work in the OCLC data base and reproduce the record. Finally, in the course of printing,
the CJK350 system will display on the screen the total number of records being printed.
The CJK Plus system does not retain this feature; instead, it displays the numbers of records
being processed to the printer buffer if your Print Manager is active.
In sum, for card production, the CJK Plus system needs a new type of printer for the
printing job. It utilizes the Windows capability to allow card printing and other tasks to
proceed simultaneously. The storage space for produced records and options for card
format has increased from those in the CJK350 system. Meanwhile, the procedures for card
production are simpler than those in the CJK350 system because the new system has the
capability of storing profiled data.
Finally, we have to keep in mind that the CJK Plus system is not yet a completely developed
product. It has a multiphase development schedule to resolve problems we encountered
during the field test and to enhance performance. We, the system users, on the other hand,
are the recipients of OCLC's collective work and we should view ourselves as part of that
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collective achievement by actively sending our suggestions and requests to OCLC, thereby
hopefully to make future enhancements in the CJK Plus system truly serve our needs.
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